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NEW INSPIRATION 4

Vocabulary EXTRA! Revision

Unit 5

Unit 6

1 Match the phrasal verbs 1–9 with their definitions a–i.

1 Complete the news stories using the correct form of
these phrasal verbs.

1

blow up

a

find a piece of information

2

end up

b

use all of something

3

grow up

c

destroy with an explosion

4

look up

d

stop sleeping

5

make up

e

give a summary

broke into Buckingham Palace last
night. Police are (2)       
the crime, but think

6

sum up

f

be somewhere finally

that members of the Queen’s staff were not involved.

7

take up

g

become an adult

8

use up

h

invent a story

all tourists wanting to travel to space will have to

9

wake up

i

start doing something new

(3)      

Thieves (1)

The International Space Agency have announced that

Now complete the sentences with the correct form of
some of the phrasal verbs.
1

I think people make up
mystery stories.

2

After the match, everyone     
house to watch a DVD.

break into come into fill in give in
look into rush into take in turn into

a lot of the unexplained
at my

3

I’d really like to     
expensive.

4

And so, to     
my presentation, I think
that the Gunpowder plot changed history.

5

I’ve     
all my holidays this year, so I have
to work this summer.

golf but it’s too

2 Make adjectives ending in -ous from these nouns,
and complete the sentences.

courage danger infection luxury
nerve poison space superstition
1

Are you superstitious ? Do you believe in luck or
have a lucky charm?

2

Have you ever had an      
like measles or chicken pox?

disease,

a visa application form.

Film stars Bradley Grant and Violet Greene have got
married. Ms Greene, who only met her husband three
days ago, says she (4)      

when Mr Grant

asked her to marry him 17 times in one day. She added
that she can’t quite (5)      

the fact that

she is now married!
Alan and Iris Berkmann of Leeds have (6)      
millionaires overnight. The couple, who won £10 million
yesterday, say they are going to buy a new car.

2 Match the compound adjectives 1–7 with their
definitions a–g.
1

well-off

a famous

2

well-balanced

b smart

3

well-known

c

4

well-done

d cooked for a long time

5

well-dressed

e

earning a lot of money

6

well-paid

f

polite and obedient

7

well-behaved

g a healthy combination

rich

3

What’s the most      
act you’ve ever
heard of, like saving someone’s life?

Now complete these common collocations with the
compound adjectives.

4

Have you ever stayed in a really      
hotel, like The Savoy?

1

5

Have you ever touched a      
like a snake?

6

Have you ever done a      
bungee jumping?

7

Is there anything that makes you
really       , like exams?

8

Do you live in a      
more than three bedrooms?

animal,
sport, like

2
3
4
5
6
7

    
    
    
    
    
    
    

child
meat
man or woman
actor
job
family
diet

flat or house with
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